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For n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, the values of’BE2 in (4) are, respectively
3r2, 2r2, rV38(61 - V73), r2, r2/13(14 -2V10),
r2/84(78-11 V17), and rV31(26-4^/29).
As will be seen, we use the positive sign of the radical in (4) for n == 3,

either sign for n = 4, and the negative for n greater than 4. That is

because E is below the x-axis, on the x-axis, or above it, according as n

is 3, 4, or greater than 4.
Incidentally, the radical is imaginary for n == 1 or 2.
These results for n = 3, 4, 6, are the squares of the well-known values

of the sides of the regular triangle, square, and hexagon. The other
results are only close approximations.

PROOF OF GEOMETRICAL THEOREM.
By TAKESHI OMACHI,
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Another proof of the theorem that in any triangle, the product of two
sides is equal to the product of the segments of the third side formed
by the bisector of the opposite angle plus the square of the bisector.

Let AD bisect the angle A of the triangle ABC, cutting BC at D;
then,

ABXAC = DBXDC+AD2
Produce BA to E, making AE = AC, and join CE. Let a parallel

through A to BC meet CE in F, then we have DC = AP, AD == FC-
The triangles ABD, EBC are similar, and give,
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Since the triangle ACE is an isosceles triangle,

we have AC2 == XP+EFXFC,
thereforeAB2 ==BDxDC+AD2.
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